
A clearer view for better decisions.

Inflation.



Pricing. Inflation. 
Your shoppers.
Time for a new perspective

Range Change: Products 
available for purchase

Price Change: Deliberate 
adjustments to selling price

Mix Change: Combination of 
products that a customer buys

1 2 3

For any level of the total store hierarchy - price per unit is a combination of three factors:

How consumers react to inflation is harder to predict than ever, but we can help you navigate this uncertainty.

We’ll help you find out how your shoppers are responding, giving you insights that you can immediately action 

to cater to their needs and impact your revenue goals in these turbulent times.

As shoppers choose to trade down within categories or leave them completely, having the ability to make 

quicker, and more intelligent commercial decisions has never been more critical.

We’ll help you answer…

• What the full picture of price increases in your markets and adjacent categories are.

• How much the average price change is driven by Inflationary Pressure Management tactics.

• How your position is tracking vs competitors.

• Who has made the most recent moves in your categories.

• What range changes are contributing to price growth.

Management Report: Have the important KPI 
reports delivered to you as a PowerPoint 
report for instant analysis

Reporting Tool: Dynamic Excel based tool for 
the Total Store to category or Category 
Specific to SKU level



For more information, please 
contact: 
hello@iriworldwide.com

These charts are real examples, showing the true inflation in specific 

categories, and the corresponding effects of both range and mix change.

To make informed decisions about your assortment and pricing strategies, 
you must understand what is happening below the surface – we'd be happy 

to provide you with a view of your categories. 

Example outputs: 

Food: Top 20 4w/e Price Change vs LY, by Category 

Total Store: 12w/e PPU Change Decomposition vs LY, by Retail Channel 
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Total Store: Trended PPU Change Decomposition vs 

LY, by Time Period
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Having clear and accurate visibility of these drivers 

will enable you to… 

Optimise your value strategy vs direct 
competitors and the broader FMCG market

React quickly to Mix impact and measure how it 
corelates to inflation 

Spot opportunities and give more context and 
confidence around your pricing tactics
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Management Report: Have the 
important KPI reports delivered to 
you as a PowerPoint report for 
instant analysis

Reporting Tool: Dynamic Excel 
based tool for the Total Store to 
category or Category Specific to SKU 
level


